SAMMANKOPPLA
limited collection
No matter where you live, more and more people are moving into small city spaces than ever. That's why we've worked with Thai fashion designers Greyhound Original to develop SAMMANKOPPLA, a limited collection of products that blend Bangkok street style with our home furnishing expertise.

It's further inspired by recycling, reusing, and creative repurposing processes, and has been designed to be multifunctional and affordable — making it ideal for use by people all over the world.
Who are Greyhound Original?

The Greyhound story began in the 1980s, when four friends with a passion for living well decided to open a clothing store together. Fast forward several years, and they’re now selling their designs from new locations in Hong Kong, Shanghai and London — and their food from their Greyhound Cafés in hometown Bangkok.

“Greyhound has a relaxed, playful attitude to design and always adds a twist. It’s been great to bring that to IKEA,” says Michael Nikolic, Creative Leader at IKEA.
Much of the collection features bold patterns inspired by Bangkok’s urban landscape and Greyhound’s graphic fashion sensibilities. The houndstooth design that appears on this bag is one that’s frequently found in traditional Thai weaving — but here it’s made using modern materials.

**SAMMANKOPPLA**
Bag
$4.99
SAMMANKOPPLA
Case
$1.99/ea
This tote takes our FRAKTA bag’s familiar shape and adds a zip, making it even easier to transport things on foot or by bike in any city.
This mat would traditionally be woven in natural fibers, but we've made use of PET bottles for part of it instead—a great way of repurposing material that would otherwise go to waste.
SAMMANKOPPLA
Cushion, triangular

$29.99

You’ll find cushions shaped like this in markets throughout Southeast Asia — they’re the perfect shape for resting your back on.
Like Bhanu Inkawat, Executive Creative Director at Greyhound Original says, “This is a collection influenced by a city where anything goes, and it shows that imperfection can be perfect.”

If it’s stylish, why shouldn’t your lamp look like an old plastic bottle?

SAMMANKOPPLA
LED multi-use lighting
$24.99/ea
Want an easy way to freshen up your chairs? Try this hoodie cover on for size.

(It even comes with handy added pockets—perfect for your TV remote or phone.)

SAMMANKOPPLA
Chair cover
$29

PH169257

PH169255
IKEA #whatdoesyourchairwear challenge

To celebrate the launch of our SAMMANKOPPLA chair cover, we’re asking — what does your chair wear?

Use the hashtag #whatdoesyourchairwear and show us how creative you can get dressing up your own furniture, and we’ll feature our favorites online.

*CAUTION: these examples are only suitable for styling. Not sitting. Stick with our safety-approved covers when using as a normal chair.
#WHATDOESYOURCHAIRWEAR
#WHATDOESYOURCHAIRWEAR
Products

**SAMMANKOPPLA Room divider $79**

**SAMMANKOPPLA Chair cover $29**
Cotton/polyester. Imported. Designer: Greyhound Original Bangkok. 204.696.71

**SAMMANKOPPLA LED multi-use lighting $24.99**

**SAMMANKOPPLA Cushion, triangular $29.99**
100% cotton/100% polypropylene. Imported. Designer: Greyhound Original Bangkok. L20”×W16”. Black/white 504.761.75

**SAMMANKOPPLA Rug, flatwoven $9.99**
Inverse patterns on front and back. 100% polypropylene. Imported. Designer: Greyhound Original Bangkok. W2’6”×L4’11”. Red/black 604.743.74
Use with STOPP anti-slip underlay, sold separately.

**SAMMANKOPPLA Bag $4.99**

**SAMMANKOPPLA Case $1.99**

**SAMMANKOPPLA Laptop case $2.99**
100% polypropylene. Imported. Designer: Greyhound Original Bangkok. W13¼”×D4”×H9¼”. Black/white 404.699.53

**SAMMANKOPPLA LED multi-use lighting $24.99**

**SAMMANKOPPLA Rug, flatwoven $9.99**
Use with STOPP anti-slip underlay, sold separately.
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SAMMANKOPPLA
**Products**

**SAMMANKOPPLA Shopping bag, large**
Price: $3.99
- Material: 100% polypropylene, imported
- Design: Greyhound Original Bangkok
- Code: 604.643.51

**SAMMANKOPPLA Table**
Price: $89
- Material: High-pressure melamine laminate and powder-coated steel
- Design: Greyhound Original Bangkok
- Dimensions: L47½×W23¾×H29¾", White/black 404.623.29

**SAMMANKOPPLA Shelving unit**
Price: $79
- Material: Powder-coated steel
- Design: Greyhound Original Bangkok
- Dimensions: W21⅜×D15¼×H39", White 104.641.98

**SAMMANKOPPLA Clothes rack**
Price: $99
- Material: Powder-coated steel
- Design: Greyhound Original Bangkok
- Dimensions: W44½×D19⅝×H67¾", White 704.642.23

**SAMMANKOPPLA Bowl**
Price: $1.99
- Material: Tempered opal glass
- Design: Greyhound Original Bangkok
- Dimensions: Ø7, H3". White/black 904.624.78

**SAMMANKOPPLA Mug**
Price: $1.99
- Material: Tempered opal glass
- Design: Greyhound Original Bangkok
- Dimensions: Ø3", 8 oz. 504.643.61

**SAMMANKOPPLA Rug, flatwoven**
Price: $9.99
- Material: 100% polypropylene, imported
- Design: Greyhound Original Bangkok
- Dimensions: W2'6"×L4'11", Black 504.624.18
- Use with STOPP anti-slip underlay, sold separately.

**SAMMANKOPPLA Mug**
Price: $1.99
- Material: Tempered opal glass
- Design: Greyhound Original Bangkok
- Dimensions: Ø3", 8 oz. 504.643.61
- Use with STOPP anti-slip underlay, sold separately.
Products

PE783735
SAMMANKOPPLA Cushion, round
$12.99
100% cotton cover. 100% polyester filling. Imported. Designer: Greyhound Original Bangkok. Ø16". Blue
404.698.25

PE783736
SAMMANKOPPLA Cushion, round
$12.99
100% cotton cover. 100% polyester filling. Imported. Designer: Greyhound Original Bangkok. Ø16". Red
604.721.10

PE783737
SAMMANKOPPLA Cushion, round
$12.99
100% cotton cover. 100% polyester filling. Imported. Designer: Greyhound Original Bangkok. Ø16". Green
304.743.61

PE783745
SAMMANKOPPLA Plate $1.99
Dishwasher and microwave safe. Tempered opal glass. Ø10". White/black
Designer: Greyhound Original Bangkok.
804.643.31
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